Product Sound

ELVIS

Quiet electric drives
cause new risks, which can
be effectively handled with
ELVIS3. At the same time
the vehicles’ quietness
opens up new fields for
exciting and creative sound
personalities.

3

Sound Synthesis
ELVIS3 seamlessly integrates the sounds generated by the vehicle with its
own in real time.

Sound Signatures
ELVIS3 creates maximum
branding content with minimum
effort. Let us create your vehicle’s unique Audio-CI!

Electric Vehicle Interactive
Sound Signature System
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context

the visually impaired when electric

Please contact us for a demonstration!
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Competencies

Innovation

Prouct Sound has more than 20 years

Product Sound
‣ Sound Design & Sound Quality
‣ Applied psycho acoustics

We are active in sound research. Over

of experience in finding and delivering
the right sound for your product. In
addition wie conceive and implement
complex interactive audio software
systems to create these sounds.
We cover the entire workflow including defining customer expectations,
sound perception, physical sound
analysis and technical and artistic
realization.

‣ Identification and
sound problems

elimination

Methods
‣ Development of spezific
processing chains

the past years we have written 80
publications in scientific journals and
of

congress sessions*.
Neben der Organisation von Semi-

signal

naren und Schulungen sind Flexibil-

‣ Development of tools to objectively
assess sound perception

Stärken: Mit und für unsere Kunden

Audio Software
‣ Development of complex interactive
audio systems

optimal sitzende Lösungen.

‣ Creative audio design

* www.product-sound.com/html/publications.html

ität, Kompetenz und Kreativität unsere
entwickeln
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maßgeschneiderte,

Your contacts:
Dr. Markus Bodden

markus.bodden@product-sound.de

Torsten Belschner M.A.

torsten.belschner@product-sound.de
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